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* Find/replace elements from the 3D model * Display or hide/show elements from the 3D model * View with depth * Fast loading of webpages * Resize images during visualization * View/edit 3D model * Explore the model in 3D and in a simpler manner * View and translate 3D models * 3D model in a different
environment * Export 3D models * Adjust the color in a model * Search for specific elements * Edit the names and parameters of the 3D model * Find specific models * Export the changes in a 3D model The Triambic Acoustics Corporation, a manufacturer of handcrafted, high-end audio products and systems, today

introduced a new self-contained desktop dual-mono headphone system, "Noise Isolation". The system features two eight-inch, dynamic speakers, three-way passive crossover and a four-way amplifier to create a completely self-contained, compact desktop system. Noise Isolation is available for the first time in the...
Aquamoip Ltd., a specialist in innovative designs and manufactoring of visual displays for air traffic management (ATM) and in GPS navigation systems, has announced a new solution for adding a high-definition (HD) image to cockpit displays in the Falcon jet aircraft. This new design not only provides a high-quality

image for the cockpit crew, but also reduces pilot workload by eliminating the need for bulky headlamps, which make the displays too obtrusive. The new LED headlamps fit to the aircraft underpinnings... Gigaware, a provider of mobile workforce management solutions, has launched its newest generation of
enterprise service management (ESM) solutions. The new Esxpress Enterprise Service Management (ESM) includes an entire suite of products designed to address the needs of large and complex enterprises. The company offers the first-ever Esxpress Service Desk, a self-service service desk that provides a robust

and comprehensive way for companies of all sizes to manage and respond... Through a collaboration of dozens of leading manufacturers and system suppliers, Drona Technologies Inc., a developer of creative technology solutions, today announced that the 4K Ultra HD (Ultra High Definition) Video Compression
Standard (SMPTE VC-3) Level 1.3 has been ratified by the SMPTE (Society of Motion Picture and Television Engineers).
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- Set up 3D models with the SpacEyes3D Builder software - Register the models with the 3D Viewer - View the 3D models from the 3D Viewer software - Convert 3D models into video (.mp4) - Be a model - Import data from the Studio - Export data to the Studio Courier Blueprint Creator 1.1.4 Courier Blueprint Creator:
Create a 2D model with texture and animation in just two minutes! Courier Blueprint Creator 1.1.4 is a quite simple tool that allows user to create a 2D model of a building in two minutes and six seconds. Whether you are a student or an architect, computer graphics designer or a technician. If your business is based

on building, then you need to have a good knowledge of build technologies. In other words, you must be able to create a model in your toolbox. So, if you have a Photoshop, and you want to create a CAD model of a building, You should first learn and master the Photoshop. Once you finish creating the model in
Photoshop, you can export it to the 3D software. Courier Blueprint Creator 1.1.4 description: - You can create a 2D model for building in just one minute - You can produce 2D model of building having 2D or 3D textures - You can create a 2D model of building having animation - If the building is a functional one, you

can also reproduce from a simulation of build - If your aim is to illustrate the structure of a building in a presentation, you should use it - You will obtain a.dxf file - It has a 2D representation of the building and also, you can add many details such as textures, location, material, and animation DiTop: Document for easy
read, Viewers of Diagrams DiTop is a program that was created for Diagrams (2D & 3D). DiTop can be used for all Diagrams, and you can also export Diagrams in image format, or in a file.dia format. DiTop has an intuitive interface that allows user to create and view Diagrams. DiTop has useful templates for creating

Diagrams for office. DiTop has useful libraries for creating and viewing Diagrams. DiTop has a Reader and a Viewer with Image Editor b7e8fdf5c8
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► The application is designed to allow the users to visualize 3D models created with SpacEyes3D Builder locally or on Internet. The interface is simplified for end-user visualization and consultation. ► The user can save a file of his preferred name from the list of prepared files, or can load a file from a local or Internet
media, such as USB memory or FTP file system. ► The user can use the buttons on the left side to navigate the 3D model or ► You can open a file in 3D Viewer and press F9 to view information about the file. ► Filename: 3D model name. ► Level: Lower or Upper Level- Determines how far the model should move from
the original position, the higher the level the more demanding the model. When ► You can browse an object by pressing 'G' on the keyboard. ► You can zoom in or out of the model by dragging the scrollbar in the lower right corner. ► You can rotate the model by pressing left mouse key and then mouse buttons on
the same side. ► You can change the perspective of the model by pressing left mouse button and dragging mouse cursor on a screen corner. ► You can increase or reduce the size of a particular object by pressing the keys'' on the keyboard. Pressing '-' on the keyboard reduces the size. ► You can adjust a lighting,
shadows and materials in model by pressing'' on the keyboard. The keyboard'' is used to adjust a lighting, shadows and materials for a model. ► You can change a title of a 3D model by pressing a button of the keyboard. ► The object can be viewed in two ways: static or dynamic. Static or dynamic viewing means
that the models can be viewed in different modes. View ► You can operate the 3D model in the following modes: ► Segment view: the individual segments of the model are shown. ► Entire view: the entire model is shown. ► You can view a model in three orthogonal planes using the Scene button on the upper right
corner of the window. The three orthogonal planes are identical and meet at ► You can rotate the 3D object by pressing left mouse buttons. ► The 3D object can be moved by using a mouse cursor. ► You can drag a 3D model with a mouse cursor and move the model anywhere on the 3D space. ► You can use a
mouse

What's New In SpacEyes3D Viewer?

---------------------------- SpacEyes3D Viewer is the simplest viewer for SPAC3D models. The user has the possibility to freely and interactively move through a 3D world. It is a complete application capable of displaying static, streaming and animated SPAC3D models created with SpacEyes3D Builder. Advanced streaming
technology is used to handle high dynamic-range streaming 3D data: this allows the 3D presentation on low-performance computer to be displayed more naturally and interactively. The user is able to view the model on a screen, a projector, or to watch the display on a stereomicroscope. The application is
compatible with Windows XP, Windows Vista, Windows 7, Windows 8 and 8.1. The supporting 3D engines are OpenGL and DirectX. The supported platforms are the following: - Linux (x86 or x64) - Win32 (x86 or x64) - Win64 (x86 or x64) - Mac OS X (Intel) - Mac OS X (PPC) The supported file formats are: - SPAC3D,
AST3D, Ex3D, SCAN (basic and advanced version) - STML/MP4 - STML/3DM/MP4 SpacEyes3D Viewer Requirements: -------------------------------- SpacEyes3D Viewer requires an active internet connection to download and stream the 3D models. The following conditions are needed: - The user has the SpacEyes3D Builder
(required for the 2D/3D templates) installed on the computer and configured to work in streaming mode. - The user has a java plugin installed in the computer (details in "Setup Guide"). You can test the server via this online Java Test. "These online tests will allow you to test the correct configuration of your server
and your applications" says Simon Aime, CEO of SpacEyes. "The testing tool for Desktop/Tablet and Android/iOS is available on the Plugin and Licenses page" SpacEyes3D Viewer Connections: ------------------------------ - Local (same computer) - Local and remote (over Internet) - Remote (over Internet) - Network - LAN
(over local network) - Remote (Internet file transfer) - P2P (peer to peer) - LAN and P2P (peer to peer) - UPn
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System Requirements:

Windows 7/8/8.1/10 OS: 64-bit Windows (7, 8, 8.1 or 10) Processor: 2.0 GHz Processor or equivalent Memory: 4 GB RAM Graphics: 1 GB VRAM Hard Drive: 40 GB free space Internet: Broadband Internet connection Mac OS X System Requirements: Mac OS X 10.8 or later Processor: 1.4 GHz Processor or equivalent Hard
Drive
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